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Case Study: Typhoon Haiyan, Philippines
Date: 8th November 2013
Developing Country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Hazardous Earth
Background:
•
Typhoon Haiyan hit the southeast coast of the Philippines and is the
strongest tropical typhoon on record.
•
Impacted upon Vietnam and southern China.
•
Super typhoon
•
Category 5
•
Bohol earthquake happened in same area just a month before.
•
Developing country- many people live in wooden houses.
•
Haiyan crosses a densely populate area in the Philippines.
Causes:
•
Sea temperature 26.5°C
•
Ocean 60m deep
•
Wind speeds more than 74mph
•
Low air pressure
•
Storm surges 6metres = flooding.
•
Low pressure system
Effects:
•
11.5 million people affected
•
$2.86 billion damage.
•
6300 people dead and large numbers missing.
•
Impact upon 11million people in total.
•
670,000 people homeless.
•
$85million farm damage.
•
77% if farmers & 74% fisherman lost source of income.
•
Heavy rainfall =flash flooding
•
130,000 tonnes of rice destroyed.
•
130,000 houses destroyed.
•
Heavy rainfall= flash flooding.
Responses:
Short-term responses and results:
•
The Philippines government started issuing warnings that the Haiyan
was on its way on 6th November- but no where for them to evacuate
to.
•
UN appealed for £190 million for emergency aid.
•
Australia $28 million package containing medical staff, material for
building shelters, water containers and hygiene kits.
•
Looting and crime.
•
Social media used to ask for aid and volunteers.
Long-term responses and results:
•
April 2014 services had been restored to 560 school s & 30 hospitals.
•
1500km road repaired.
•
Cash- for work schemes cleaning debris and managing waste or
replanting mangroves around the coast.
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Case Study: Hurricane Sandy, New York, USA
Date: 2012
Developed Country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Hazardous Earth
Background:
•
Sandy made landfall near Atlantic City, New Jersey, during the early
evening of 29 October as one the most intense and damaging storms
ever to affect the east coast of the USA.
•
Impacts extended to Canada, Wisconsin and Lake Michigan down the
eastern side of the USA into the Bahamas, Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican
Republic and Jamaica.
Causes:
•
Sandy started life as a cluster of thunderstorms which left western
Africa on 11 October 2012 and moved westward to reach the
Caribbean Sea on 18 October.
•
Sea temperature was 27 degrees.
•
Wind speed were 85mph.
•
The sea was at least 60m deep.
Effects:
•
286 people were killed either directly or indirectly by Sandy.
•
87 deaths in the USA
•
$60 billion worth of damage
•
305,000 damaged or destroyed houses in New York.
•
More than 18,000 flights were cancelled
•
Closure of the New York Stock Exchange
•
Flooding of underground rail system
•
People stranded on Staten Island
•
Florida Keyes flooded

Responses:
· Caribbean and Bermuda
o October 22nd issued a tropical storm watch
o October 23rd upgraded to a Tropical storm warning
o Residents stocked up on supplies & reinforced roofing material
o People told to take care of neighbours, esp. elderly, children & disabled
o Schools, government buildings and the airport in Kingston shut down
o Early curfews to protect residents, properties and to prevent crime

· United States
o East Coast head off long-term power failures by being prepared to repair
storm damage and employees working longer hours
o Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) monitored Sandy
o Flight cancellations put in place
o National Guard & Air Force 45,000 in 7 states alert for duty to deal with
preparations and aftermath
o Florida- Closure and cancellations of activities in schools
o Carolinas- Tropical storm watch. National park service closed 5 areas
o Washington, D.C- October 26th declared state of emergency. Metro
service, both rail and bus was cancelled on October 29ths due to expected
high winds
o Maryland- State of emergency announced October 26th, Residents were
evacuated with the assistance of the Maryland Natural Resources Police, 2
shelters were opened. Maryland Transit Administration cancelled all
services for October 29th and 30th.
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Case Study: Chances Peak, Montserrat
Date: 1995-97
Developing Country
Paper 1: Global Geographical issues
Background:
Montserrat is a small island in the Caribbean. There is a volcanic area
located in the south of the island on Soufriere Hills called Chances Peak.
Before 1995 it had been dormant for over 300 years. In 1995 the
volcano began to give off warning signs of an eruption (small
earthquakes and eruptions of dust and ash). Once Chances Peak had
woken up it then remained active for five years. The most intense
eruptions occurred in 1997.
Causes:
•
The Soufriere Hills volcano is situated above a convergent plate
margin.
•
The Oceanic crust from the North American Plate is sub-ducting
beneath the Caribbean Plate.
•
Composite volcano.
PRIMARY HAZARDS –
•
Pyroclastic flows, lava flows
SECONDARY HAZARDS –
•
Lahars
Effects:
•
The small population of the island 11,000 people, were forced to
leave their homes.
•
 19 people were killed by the eruptions as a small group of
people chose to stay behind to watch over their crops.
•
Volcanic eruptions and lahars destroyed large areas of Montserrat.
•
 £ Farming land destroyed.
•
The capital, Plymouth, has been covered in layers of ash and mud.
•
 Many homes and buildings have been destroyed, including the
only hospital, the airport, many roads and schools.
•
£ 50% unemployed, due to a drop in tourism for the first two
years. Now there is a tourism boom.
Responses:
Short-term responses and results:
•
Evacuation to the north of Montserrat, neighbouring islands and
the UK. (THIS SAVED THOUSANDS OF LIVES)
•
The capital city of Plymouth, was abandoned. (THEY MOVED TO A
SAFER LOCATION IN THE NORTH)
•
The British government gave £8.8 million for redevelopment. (THIS
HELPED THEM RECOVER)
Long-term responses and results:
•
An exclusion zone was set up in the volcanic region. (IT WAS
MAPPED BY THE MVO TO SHOW SAFE AND UNSAFE LOCATIONS)
•
A volcanic observatory was built to monitor the volcano. (THIS HAS
BEEN EFFECTIVE IN IDENTIFYING ERUPTIONS AND MAPPING
FLOWS TO WARN RESIDENTS)
•
New roads and a new airport were built. (THIS HAS BEEN
SUCCESSFUL IN TRADE AND TOURISM)
•
Services in the north of the island were expanded. (THIS HAS BEEN
SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE PEOPLE COULD GET ON WITH THEIR LIVES)
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Case Study: Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland
Date: 15th April 2010
Developed Country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Hazardous Earth
Background:
•
Iceland, is an island on the continent of Europe created by volcanic
activity.
•
On a divergent plate boundary between North America and Eurasian
plate it sits on the Mid-Atlantic ridge.
•
It is a composite/fissure volcano
•
Eyjafjallajökull means ‘islands mountain glacier’- the mixture of hot
magma and cold ice meant huge problems!
Causes:
•
Magma rose to the surface.
•
On the 19th March 2010 scientists began monitoring an increase in
seismic activity using seismometers.
Primary Hazards
•
Magma began to rise through small fissures in the surface – lava
flows.
•
Increase in silica and gases= more viscous and explosive. – ash clouds
Secondary Hazards
•
A fissure cut though 200m of thick ice= caused flooding. (jökulhlaup)
Effects:
•
£ 200m of melted ice= destroyed parts of route 1
•
£ Flash floods- 20 farms destroyed
•
£ Houses destroyed- 700 people evacuated
•
£ Plume caused airspace to be closed in much of Europe- 95,000
flights cancelled, volcano refugees.
•
£ Disruption caused airlines $2billion in total.
•
 Health impacts- respiratory problems.
•
£ $2.8 billion in insurance costs.
•
£ Increased future tourism
Responses:
Short-term responses and results:
•
Evacuation of local farm residents and animals due to ash clouds.
(THIS WAS EFFECTIVE AS NO ONE DIED)
•
People were told of the eruption by local text message warning
systems, radio television and internet. (THIS WAS EFFECTIVE AS
PEOPLE MOVED AWAY AND WERE NOT AFFECTED)
•
Well trained National Emergency agency responded quickly to
evacuate residents and build temporary bridges and unblocking
rivers and clearing away tonnes of ash. (THIS WAS EFFECTIVE AS
PEOPLE COULD CONTINUE THEIR LIVES)
Long-term responses and results:
•
Preparation- people should take out volcano insurance for travel.
•
Areas more heavily monitored by Iceland Met Office. (THIS WAS
EFFECTIVE AS THEY COULD WARN FLIGHTS AND AVOIDED PLANE
CRASHES)
•
Helicopter flights to track ash and lava flows. Plumes of tephra
created- rose 30,000 feet in the atmosphere (THIS WAS EFFECTIVE AS
THEY WERE ABLE TO ADVISE PEOPLE)
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Case Study: India
Emerging Country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Development Dynamics
Location:
•
18-38’North (Tropic of Cancer = central).
•
Located in Asia (rapidly growing economies), neighbours 9 countries = easy trade.
•
South of the Himalayas (source of fresh water BUT trade = difficult)
•
Central to the Indian Ocean and surrounded by the Arabian Sea to the west and the Indian
Ocean to the south and east (this makes trade with the Middle East and Europe easier and
India = a transport hub for the region.)*CONNECTED
•
Many rivers eg the Ganges, Meghna and Brahmaputra (fresh water and fertile plains).
Connectivity:
•
India has >20 international airports, 13 major sea ports including Mumbai and a large road
and rail network. It is also connected electronically to other countries making it attractive
to FDI and TNCs.
India’s Regional Importance:
•
Largest country in the Indian subcontinent. A hub for transport communication and trade
in the region. Followed the development of those around them. Taken advantage of the
economic growth of their neighbours as growing markets.
India’s Global significance:
•
Rapidly growing economy (BRICS =42% population and 25% GDP) and market attractive for
trade exports (eg UK) and UK has been actively seeking FDI in the UK from India – eg Tata
 Jaguar Land Rover and Tetley. Member of the UN (including security council –
promoting peace/taking action in international conflicts), WTO (shaping trade), IORA
(Indian Ocean Rim Association – trade bloc), Commonwealth (shaping democracy), G20
(shaping the world economy). 7th largest land mass, 2nd largest population 1.3 billion. CO2
emissions = internationally important player in managing climate change.
Colonial links:
•
Positive impacts – speak English (more attractive to FDI and TNCs), education system, rail
network.
Economy:
•
1990 weak Indian economy (USSR collapsed =trading
partner and supplier of low cost oil  unemployment
20% and poverty – Now unemployment is 8%).
•
1990s exports were raw materials like tea and coffee,
today they are finished goods – jewellery, machinery,
chemicals
•
Exports 20x increase in value
•
Predicted to be the World’s second biggest economy by
2050.
Socially:
•
Second largest population 1.3 billion
•
Slums- 40million people.
Politically:
•
IMF and WTO gave India money in the 1990s to help in
exchange for economic reforms. The government
changed from protectionist (closed door) to open door
policies allowing the rest of the world in.
•
India’s economy became more liberal and privatization
was encourage.
•
The government lowered tariffs (taxes paid on imports
and exports)
•
More companies to gain licenses to produce
manufactured goods, relaxed India’s FDI policy –

meaning more companies could invest/build/grow within
India. (1990 foreign investment was only allowed up to
40% and companies had to transfer technology to do
business in India. These barriers were removed in 1991.
TNCs increased their stakes >51% = several fold increase
in foreign direct investment in three years.
•
Largest democracy- 672 million registered to vote.
Culturally:
•
Diverse - 4 main religions, 1500 languages spoken, caste
system
•
Largest film industry in the world (number of flims)
Environmentally:
•
Rich biodiversity- 6% bird and plant species.
•
Coastal ecosystems; ghatt’s tropical rainforests; Deccan
Plateau upland and Himalayan mountainous areas;
desert (Thar); fertile Ganges plain for growing food.
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Case Study: India
Emerging Country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Development Dynamics
Developmental impacts: Social
Developmental impacts:
•
Female literacy 20% less than Environmental
male
•
Environmental problems caused
•
Traditional family values
by rapid economic growth
declining = lower in fertility
•
Water pollution- lack of sewage
rates
systems and factories
•
Increased access to clean water, •
Air pollution- traffic & factories
hospitals = lower death rates •
Loss of biodiversity- land used
and increased life expectancy
for food, building & industries.
•
Rapid urbanisation
Who benefits from development in
Developmental impacts: Economic India?
•
Primary 37.214.5
•
Well educated, urban dwellers,
•
Secondary 16.918.4%
company owners, women –
•
Tertiary 45.867%
increased rights, literacy,
•
GDP per capita 5x increase since
education, opportunities.
1991.
•
There is a growing middle class
- managers, lecturers, IT
How has globalization caused rapid
workers= good money
economic change in India?
•
1 billion are not benefiting
•
Increase in FDI, outsourcing and
•
The rich are getting richer, but
TNC regional HQs located there
the poor are getting poorer!
eg Bank of America, rapid
•
Wages 87% lower than UK.
industrialisation, improved
•
Work 100 hours per week
communications and transport
•
Many unskilled jobs
technology.
•
No legislation- no equal pay act.
•
70% young women lowest pay

B
M

Unequal development
Development is unequal! Affecting
parts of India differently

M
•

B

Maharashtra= urban core
region connected, coastal
Service industries,
•
manufacturing, port &
entertainment £££££££ Higher
literacy rates, smaller gap
between women and men, life
expectancy high, good health
care and access to doctors.

Bihar= rural periphery, next to
Himalayas less connected.
Farmers trapped in a cycle of
poverty, 80p per day, School
attendance low, lower literacy
rates, 20% gap between women
and men. Life expectancy low,
limited health care and access
to doctors.

Top-down development: Sardar Sarovar Dam (SSD)
As India’s population and economy increases, so does the demand for
water.
India has irregular rainfall November- March= limited rainfall across
India, but May – September= Monsoon Season. Provide drinking
water / Electricity (HEP) for cities and industries / irrigation for
farming. Part funded by the World Bank (IGO).
Advantages

Disadvantages

Cities
Three states irrigated for crops
210 villages protected from flooding
Country= development
1450 MW energy production
3.5 billion litres drinking water

Local residents- 234 villages flooded by
dams. Only cities benefit from electricity
Local farmers- farmland= flooded
Trigger earthquakes
Expensive

Bottom-up development: ASTRA – biogas (NGO)
Small scale development, works with locals,
intermediate technology, reduces impact of burning
fuel wood.
(Dung in  methane out to fuel stove  reduced
deforestation and soot.)
Advantages

Disadvantages

200,000 jobs created
Smoke free kitchens= less respiratory
problems.
Heat instant= quicker cooking
Children go to school- no time spend
gathering wood/ cooking.
Better fertiliser created
Cattle kept at family compound

Smelly!
Takes time.
Expensive
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Case Study: Mumbai, India (4th largest city in the world – 18 million)
Megacity in an emerging country
Paper 1 Global Geographical issues: Challenges of an urbanising world
Mumbai’s site, situation and connectivity:
• Flat land, peninsular, next to deep water sea port.
• West coast – easy trading access to Middle East and Europe.
• Connected to India’s major cities by road and rail, 2 international airports.
The land use and structure of Mumbai (function and age) and how it has
changed over time. (Including the location of areas of extreme wealth and
contrasted slums and squatter settlements and reasons for their location.)
• See diagram and map. Oldest buildings in the CBD and next to the CBD.
These are also the wealthiest eg old mills redevelopment (some of the most
expensive apartments in the World). (Here residents earn £16,000, have
degrees, work in the formal sector employment eg Bank of America, English
speaking, shopping and service access. Large apartments and access to
open space.) Densely built city centre and peninsular restrict growth (so it
has developed north and eastward – this is where the newest housing is
found and new settlement areas like Navi Mumbai).
• The poorest are found near the outskirts and on any available land eg
Dharavi between railway lines which is low cost, serviced and unwanted.
(60% live in slums 1 million in Dharavi – Asia’s largest slum), £2 rent per
month, 10m² house size, shared 500 per toilet block and standpipe,
informal sector workers eg street hairdressers or small industries in Dharavi
Reasons for the growth of Mumbai
• BR>DR = Natural Increase
• Ruralurban migration (and some international migration)
• British colonial city of Bombay – linked the small islands and built railways
and exported cotton from the surrounding rural areas out to the UK.
• FDI and arrival of more TNCs since 1991 = rapid growth eg Bank of America
and BT Call Centres, HQ for GlaxoSmithKlein, Tata, Vodafone India,
Opportunities for people living in Mumbai
• Large TNCs eg Bank of America, formal sector well paid employment in
banking and pharmaceuticals.
• Informal jobs – more people = more opportunities
Advantages and disadvantages of bottom-up
• Small scale factories eg the 5,000 found in Dharavi eg pottery.
strategies to make the megacity more
Challenges faced by people living in a megacity (Mumbai) caused by rapid
sustainable
urban growth
• BOTTOM-UP SPARC toilet blocks (charity
• Congestion (overcrowded trains 80% travel by rail and 2 million cars); lack
works with communities to build toilet blocks
of affordable housing (slums like Dharavi develop, new housing does not
+intermediate technology +training locals
have sewage/water/services as it cannot keep up with demand, low
+cheap monthly permits +safe well lit and
quality chawls remain); lack of sanitation, sewage (500 per toilet and
separate children’s toilets +800x5 toilet blocks
shower block in Dharavi) and clean water (500 per standpipe); pollution
in 5 years –government’s responsibility?)
(from factories and sewage); waste disposal (lack of recycling and
SUCCESSFUL
collections).
• BOTTOM-UP Hamara Foundation (200,000
street children no schooling, moved on by
Advantages and disadvantages of top-down strategies to make the megacity
police, many take drugs and steal things
more sustainable
+improve education and training eg computing
• TOP-DOWN Mumbai Monorail (Aim - take people off the roads and reduce
and mechanics +improve health +increased
the number of rail passengers, cheap tickets, 40mph – fast, +make big
job skills +327 additional children in one year
decisions to build large scale projects over housing and streets +sourced
large scale funding FDI and international expertise
-over budget -missed went to school –small numbers)
construction deadline -few people use it 15,000 per day, mainly tourists – • BOTTOM-UP Agora Microfinance India (slum
residents can’t get loans +small scale loans to
connects the wrong areas). UNSUCCESSFUL
• TOP-DOWN Gorai Garbage Site Closure Project (27m deep landfill, methane improve homes and gain education and groups
to create businesses/facilities, +funds
given off, toxic runoff into creek –slow to take action – problem had been
otherwise inaccessible +self sufficiency –high
there for 35 years, took 2 years after court ruling to fix +reshaped hill for
interest rates so difficult to make money from
recreation +lined to stop runoff +methane capture to generate energy,
the investment.
+increased local property prices). SUCCESSFUL

Case Study: River Severn, Tewkesbury, UK
Date: July 2007
Paper 2 UK Geographical issues: UK evolving physical landscape- Rivers
Background:
• Two rivers- River Severn and River Avon meet at
Tewkesbury- confluence, therefore situated in a
vulnerable location.
• Flat land
• No flood defenses built in the Tewkesbury area.

Causes:
• Wettest summer since 1766
• Month of high rainfall- soil saturated, so water could not
infiltrate the ground.
• Heavy rainfall 120mm on 20th July- double the expected
rainfall for one month in a day!
• Few defences
Effects:
• 13 people died.
• Hundreds evacuated from their homes.
• 50,000 homes damaged.
• 48 hours without electricity.
• 140,000 evacuated.
• 12 days with no water.
• Roads destroyed
• Businesses impacted upon- loss of money.- 9,000
businesses shut.
• £140 million cost to local council
• £3.2billion to tax payer.
• 180,000 insurance claims.
Responses:
Short-term responses:
• Preparation by putting flood gates on homes and sand
bags out.
• Roads and bridges closed
• Media warnings and calls.
• Evacuation of locals- some lived in caravans until after
Christmas.
Long-term responses:
• Rebuild roads
• Rebuild houses
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Case Study: Holderness Coast
Date: 1991
Paper 2 UK Geographical issues: UK evolving physical landscape- Coasts
Background:
•
North East of the UK, Yorkshire, Flamborough Head to Spurn Point
•

Towns such as Bridlington and Mappleton are located on the coast.

Causes:
•
Geology - cliffs are made of a sedimentary boulder clay, which is a less
resistant rock. It will therefore erode quickly, especially when saturated.
•
Strong prevailing winds creating longshore drift that removes beach material
and takes it south along the coastline.
•
Lack of defences in some areas.
Effects:
•
2m/yr of erosion
•

Mappleton- 50 homes at risk.

•

Withernsea – homes and sea front tourism at risk

•

Easington gas terminal at risk of erosion (regional importance)

•

Main road linking towns and villages along the coast

•

Large amounts of farmland have been lost

Responses & management:
Responses and results:
•
Withersea replaced its old straight wall with a recurved sea wall costing £6.3
million (£5000 per meter). The wall protects Withernsea and has prevented
valuable local property falling into the sea. It employs many people in the
tourism industry.
•

Beach nourishment has added sediment to the beach at Hornsea.

•

£2million has been spent at Mappleton to protect the village with 100
residents. 2 rock groynes built in 1991 were built to trap beach material up
the beach which would protect the base of the cliffs. They work by trapping
sediment being moved by longshore drift. It will also help to reduce the
impact on the sea wall there.

Long-term & Sustainability:
•

Hard engineering is expensive and needs to be replaced every 10-15 years.
Soft engineering like beach nourishment needs to be done every few
months otherwise it won’t work. They are deciding to only protect the coast
that is near to the villages like Mappleton because they are valuable pieces
of land. On the other hand, the farmland is being eroded and nothing is
being done to protect it because the land isn’t as valuable.

•

The increased threat of sea level rise due to climate change, means that
other places will need to consider the sustainability of coastal defence
strategies for the future.
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Case Study: Birmingham, UK
Date: 18th Century- present
Paper 2 UK Geographical issues: UK evolving human landscape

Part 1

Background:
•
Birmingham situated in midlands region of UK, continent of Europe.
•
People originally settled in Birmingham due to it water supply &
recourses of timber, iron & coal.
•
Industry making jewellery, guns and brass.
•
Canals built to carry export goods- first built 1768
•
1830’s grew rapidly.
•
1833, railways built. 1838 connection to London.
•
1958 motorways built- M5 followed by M6, M40 & M42 later.
•
1976 NEC built- 3million visitors per year.
Location, Location, Location:
•
Birmingham’s location is still vital today.
Most central city in UK
•
UK’s 2nd city.
•
Easy links to other major cities- Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds &
Newcastle.
•
Birmingham airport- flies to around 150 destinations across the
world.
Birmingham Land use:
Birmingham follows the Burgess land use model.
CBD: Features the Bullring shopping centre attracting around 400million
visitors per year.
Many offices, banks, theatres, restaurants and hotels are located in the
CBD. The quality of the environment is quite high in comparison to
previous decades- air pollution high. Land price is high.
Inner city: E.g Sparkbrook. These areas were originally built in the 19th
Century to house workers. Houses were often back to back terrace
housing with hardly any green space. Many have now been redeveloped
by CDA.
Inner suburbs: Environmental quality & housing quality improving.
Outer suburbs: E.g Four Oaks in Sutton Coldfield. Where houses are 4-5
bedrooms, tree-lined roads & gated communities.
Birmingham is inter-dependent with its rural neighbours. Commuting links
from villages to the city are good. Although many benefits can cause
problems= socially, economically and environmentally.
Benefits

Costs

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Workers
Supply of milk.
Water supply from countryside to
city.
Space for growth of city.
Space for rubbish!
New homes in rural area=work
opportunities.
Old houses renovated.
Increasing numbers of children=
schools stay open.

Land prices
Built on greenfield sites.
Damages habitats.
Pollution
More infrastructure built.
Locals cannot afford house prices.
Overcrowding
Tensions caused between locals
and those moving from the city.
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BIRMINGHAM CASE STUDY
Site – slightly raised land (upland
Birmingham Plateau) once forested area
on banks of small river.
Situation – Resources - Coal located to
the north – Staffordshire coalfields,
Metal ores eg iron to the west and
Wales for tin/ silver/ copper/ gold
Connectivity – *Heart of the motorway
network (M6 and M1 north and south
Manchester, London, M5 south west
Bristol, M40 south Oxford and London,
M54 west - Wales) *Heart of the canal
network (import and export from
Manchester/Liverpool and to sell items
in London to the richer population).
*Heart of the rail network – West Coast
Mainline (to London, Manchester,
Liverpool, Bristol, Wales) and
Birmingham international railway station
*Birmingham International Airport (150
destinations)
This enables it to import and export
goods and people very efficiently.,
making it an attractive place to do
business.
FUTURE - Major transport infrastructure
improvement in Birmingham: Grand
Central the new New Street railway
station. HS2 is arriving by 2020 at Curzon
Street How successful has this been?
Very – over 500,000 more visitors since
re-opening.
Why it grew and developed: *City of a
1001 trades. Jewellery, ‘toys’, guns, glass
and brass. *Exported all over the British
Empire (especially the guns and
jewellery) *1960s saw the car industry
and its suppliers dominate eg MG Rover,
Dunlop and Goodyear Tyres, glass
industry.
UK importance (UK’s 2nd city)
Culture - Ideas and customs
Birmingham’s importance in terms of
national culture: Birmingham and the
Black Country are the ‘birth place’ of
industry. Birmingham was the ‘city of
1001 trades’. It is the home of many top
class sporting venues – Edgbaston (host
of international cricket), NIA/Area
Birmingham (host of World Athletics
Indoor and Gymnastics Championships),
Alexander Park Stadium (Diamond
League Athletics) and soon to be hosting
the Commonwealth Games; it is home to
Birmingham City and Aston Villa FC; it is
home to UB40 who made reggae  pop
music; it is home to the Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra and the
Birmingham Royal Ballet. A centre for
business tourism and retail today. It is
home to many nationally iconic brands
– Birds Custard, Cadbury’s, JLR.

National and International Factors
affecting Birmingham

Birmingham and UK Government Policies
Enterprise zones -a partnership between the
council, the developer and the community to
increase business and investment through
building and infrastructure improvements and
skilling the workforce. There are 26 enterprise
zone areas in Birmingham City Centre, part of the
Big City Plan. £450 million redevelopment of
Paradise Circus and The Zone which links to the
new HS2 Curzon Street station Successful? The
Birmingham City Centre Enterprise Zone has
created an additional £700 million in business
rates (the charges businesses pay to the council
to rent city centre offices/units) and is on track
for £2billion for the local economy within 10yrs.
Birmingham Policies – THE BIG CITY PLAN 20yr long term city centre redevelopment plan.
Increase size of city core by 25%, improve
transport between quarters, build 5,000 new
homes, create 50,000 new jobs. Successful? On
track and on time, (New Street Station, the
Library of Birmingham and the Eastside City
Park already complete). New jobs and homes
have been created. In 2018 Birmingham had
the largest number of cranes, per area, of any
UK city, showing the speed of regeneration and
growth. The collapse of Carillion has slowed
the redevelopment of Paradise Circus.

The EU European Union
They have reducing inequalities in Birmingham.
Structural funding. It has provided money to
deprived rural and urban areas in the countries
to help improve service, jobs and connectivity
eg the ICC and Symphony Hall in Birmingham
have been partly funded by the EU (£50
million) The NEC (£30 Million), West Coast
Mainline Improvements (£66 million), changing
Birmingham’s ring road (£9.1 million), Town
Hall regeneration (£3 Million), Millennium
Point (£25.6 Million – the largest fund in the
country), Aston Science Park (£6 Million), jobs
for young people (£33 Million getting 16,000
young Brummies into work), financial support
in the recession (24,910 businesses), helping
deal with the collapse of MG Rover (6,000 job
losses, £55 million 1/3 for a task force to create
new jobs and training for these people and the
area around Longbridge), WM universities had
£260 million grants for research projects, the
Birmingham International Dance Festival
£741,000 grant – now worth £2.6 million to the
visitor economy.

Birmingham Land use:
Birmingham follows the Burgess land use model.
CBD: Features the Bullring shopping centre
attracting around 400million visitors over year.
Many offices, banks, theatres, restaurants and
hotels are located in the CBD. The quality of the
environment is quite high in comparison to
previous decades- air pollution high. Land price is
high. Birmingham’s newest buildings are found
here, due to redevelopment, East Side – due to
redevelopment
Inner city: E.g Digbeth. The oldest buildings are
found here. These areas were originally built in
the 19th Century to house workers. Houses were
often back to back terrace housing with hardly
any green space. Many have now been
redeveloped or gentrified themselves eg the
Jewellery Quarter
Inner suburbs: Environmental quality & housing
quality improving. Eg Washwood Heath
Outer suburbs: E.g Four Oaks in Sutton Coldfield.
Where houses are 4-5 bedrooms, tree-lined roads
& gated communities. Some of Birmingham’s
newest buildings are also found here due to due to
urban sprawl at the rural-urban fringe.

Birmingham and Migration
National migration - The movement of people within
the country This has shaped Birmingham because
its’s population has grown. It is over 1 million
people. It is the second largest city in the country.
Internal migration to Birmingham reduced (2011
Census). As people are choosing to leave the city
centre for more rural areas in the surrounding
region. Most internal migrants are young or
students. National increase (BR-DR – Birmingham is
the youngest population in the UK) is also growing
the population.
International migration (14,000 a year to the West
Midlands net migration) has shaped the size,
ethnicity (108 different languages spoken in
Birmingham. / 10% households do not have anyone
over 16 whose main language is English) and age
structure of Birmingham (most migrants are under
30 seeking work). Waves of migration to the UK
Commonwealth (invited) migrants (from India,
Pakistan & Bangladesh) and EU Irish and Polish
migrants (Digbeth) usually have no choice but to
move to inner city areas (Washwood Heath, Small
Health & Bordesley). Here migrants find
accommodation which is usually cheap to rent, and
then later buy. When the communities become
more established, shops, services and places of
worship develop eg Polish cafes, shops and catholic
church in Digbeth. 238,000 Birmingham residents
were born overseas (4% of the population). The
IMD- shows migrant locations suffer higher levels of
inequalities & material deprivation.

Quality of Life in Birmingham:
Inequality Inner city areas= deprived eg
Digbeth and the Jewellery Quarter due to
a lack of qualifications for the people
living here - low prospects (skilled
tertiary/quaternary sector). Older
houses= damp= health problems.
Discrimination of migrants and pressure
on local services, schools & healthcare.
Decline in the city: Housing: In the 1950’s
inner city housing in Birmingham was
considered to be slum like, with many
houses not having hot water or inside
toilet. 70% houses unfit to live in.
Unattractive environment.  Built
‘modern’ tower blocks & allowed for
more green space. Move away from
inner city areas.
Transport:. 1970’s built inner ring roadfactories demolished. Moved away from
the area= loss of money. Job losses:
1961-1971: 50,000 jobs lost. Deindustrialisation- A reduction in the % of
people working in
manufacturing/secondary industry, so no
jobs locally. Globalisation has also taken
low skill secondary jobs to Asia/Eastern
Europe (the global shift in manufacturing)
eg Dunlop Tyres De-centralisation: Merry
Hill built- attracting shoppers out of the
CBD (and increasing e-commerce is
reducing shoppers on the high street).
Industry has also moved out of the city
for larger sites to build, with better
transport infrastructure, less congestion
and better environments eg the i54
junction with JLR engine plant. This has
led to depopulation - Where people move
out of a place eg Digbeth.

Improving areas: Gentrification The
improvement in the housing of an area which
was poor and run-down. This is usually down
by the residents themselves. Eg in the
Jewellery Quarter
Studentification- 3 universities in the area. Eg
Aston, increase in the number of students
78,000= ££££, regeneration of properties for
student accommodation eg subdivision of
large post war semidetached and detached
houses into flats- changes the dynamic of
residents. 80% students live in Selly Oak- old
people move out. Changes to shops/services
and increase low-level anti-social behavior.
Redevelopment has occurred: Clearing old
buildings and rebuilding to create a new area,
and regeneration – improving the physical
built environment and the economy of area,
usually suffering decline due to
deindustrialisation eg Birmingham’s Big City
Plan.
REDEVELOPING BIRMINGHAM – Shopping Bullring built in 2003- Selfridges. 3000
carpark spaces created. The most successful
shopping centre in Europe by footfall.
Infrastructure - New Street Station
redeveloped- improved rail links. (HS2 on its
way) Economic boom! Attracting new
business - Growing importance in business
and finance- TNC’s investing £££. Eg HSBC
HQ, Deutche Bank this is developing a skilled
labour force in this
area.

Sustainable development in Birmingham
Sustainable - 2010- ranked 15th sustainable city in
the UK. Former industrial - Fort Dunlop Brownfield
site, Mixed landuse, more jobs (different sectors),
retail (part time work), more congestion. Residential
- Summerfield ‘eco-neighbourhood’ energy saving,
solar panels, trained locals to do the work, reduced
energy bills in a low income area  gentrified
caused house prices to increase and outstrip locals
ability to afford them. Birmingham Municipal
housing in Northfield- affordable, yet energy
efficient. Reducing carbon emissions. Rubbish and
recycling: Award winning cleanliness of the city
centre (Nationally Award Winning Street Cleaning)
aiming for 40% recycled waste by 2026. However
the bin strikes in 2017 impacted on this with
Birmingham having the 2nd worst recycling rate in
the country (30.1%). Traffic congestion and air
pollution: Renewable energy powered buses,
connections between public transport –
bus/train/tram, the tram link between Birmingham,
West Bromwich, Wednesdbury and Wolverhampton,
this has 14,000 users a day, increased bicycle lanes ,
more electric car charging points, more green
spaces- 5 local nature reserves. Success? CO2
emissions have decreased by 24% from 1990-2011
through a combination of measures, buses are being
retrofitted, transport has seen a decrease in
200ktCO2.from 2005-2011, TRAM – 29% increase in
users 2016/17 – still only 6.2 million a year (below its
target of 14-20) this has still decreased the number
of cars in the city centre.
Interdependence with surrounding rural areas

Interdependence - Where two or more things rely on each other. Birmingham is inter-dependent with its rural
neighbours.

Urban reliance on the surrounding rural: Export waste for landfill – eg Cannock, import food, land for
transport eg HS2 and M6Toll Brownhills, access to the countryside – eg Country Parks eg Chasewater and
AONBs eg Cannock Chase, low density housing – eg Hammerwich – Impacts: Increased litter, pollution,
visitors, congestion; increased house prices, loss of land and species diversity; increased money spent by
visitors to farms/country parks; dormitory villages and loss of village identity when no one is there in the
day/week and no one uses the village shop as they use the large supermarket in town.
Rural areas rely on urban areas: Market for produce, jobs for population, services, goods eg manufacturing
like cars. Impacts: Large commuter traffic jams; congestion in the city centre; increased pollution as good have
to be transported; loss of village identity as people have to travel out to work. Challenges in the accessible
rural - unaffordable housing in the accessible rural (Hammerwich prices 4x in 20 years); lack of jobs due to
economic change; lack of healthcare services as village hospitals close eg Hammerwich Hospital; closure of
primary and secondary schools eg Park First School near Hammerwich.
Benefits
Costs
FOR THE CITY OF BIRMINGHAM
FOR THE CITY OF BIRMINGHAM
(Mainly resources – human and natural)
(space and reduced pressures)
•
Workers for the city (160,000 a day) and work for the commuters.
•
Some urban depopulation due
•
Supply of fresh fruit/vegetables/dairy products
to cheaper house prices outside
•
Water supply from countryside to city (Reservoirs in Cannock Chase).
of the city.
•
Open space for leisure Space
•
Loss of population = less taxes
•
A place to put their waste disposal Cannock landfill/incinerate and recycle waste.
•
Space for ringroads (eg M6Toll)
Benefits
Costs
For the countryside
For the countryside
(economic)
(environmental)
•
Work for the commuters in better paid jobs as there has been a •
More using the leisure facilities – eg Chasewater Country Park
decline in primary jobs (eg mining and farming).
•
Land prices increase (20% in 1 year in HammerwichBuilt on greenfield sites (Lichfield
•
Market for produce.
and Hammerwich).
•
Old houses renovated.
•
Urban Sprawl and building on greenfield sites damages habitats (Hammerwich).
•
Increasing numbers of children= schools stay open.
•
Pollution (increased traffic congestion, air pollution rates)
•
More money in taxes and for facilities like leisure eg
•
Locals cannot afford house prices (Hammerwich).
Chasewater Country Park (through parking fees).
•
Tensions caused between locals and those moving from the city (Hammerwich).
•
Closure of shops and services eg hospital and village post offices.

